TENNIS TEAM MEETS DARTMOUTH

Engineers Will Meet Real Competition Tomorrow in Match with Hanover Team

The tennis team will face real opposition when they meet the Dartmouth players at Brae Burn tomorrow afternoon. The only defeat the team has had was at the hands of Harvard, last Dartmouth has some first class players who will furnish some good opposition.

Captain Russell will play number one, and will face William Smiley, a very good player for Dartmouth. If Russell's coming through it is a cinch, but if he should fail in any manner, then there is a chance for Dartmouth to defeat the Engineers.

Hick will go as number two again, heavily defeated Broadhurst in a previous match. A peculiar situation exists among the last three players on the team. Hick having defeated Broadhurst the former being a member of the Dartmouth team, and Broadhurst defeated Hick. The standing teams to face each other in a circle so Captain Russell must have to decide his judgment in picking his men on team performance in the popular regular matches.

Broadhurst has not been in quite his regular steady form lately, but this may find him hitting the ball in his usual form, and if he is he will be a tough one to defeat. Ken Puck will play as number four. Many engineers going for two in forms is the last matches, taking his Wellesley match over Broadhurst of no different type. An interesting match will be seen in the first doubles. Trescot of last year's team, paired with Russell defeated the Dartmouth pair of Broadhurst and Philpott in the semi-finals of the New Englands last year and almost pulled it off, and who knows if they may give the victory in this match. They have stood together in only one form so far, but seemed to team well together on previous occasions.

Broadhurst and Puck will form the second doubles team. Both are steady players, and their best chance lies in a match of this kind. The Tufts match announced for Wednesday has been postponed to this afternoon and will be played at Medford.
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